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Now, on the use of doping is caught 
the poor or stupid.

•Przemysław Saleta (Пшемыслав Салета) is a Polish professional 
boxer, as well as a former kickboxer and mixed martial artist. 2 times 
world champion.



But sometimes this is politic…



And corruption ☹



Why sportsmen's use doping?

1. For sport results

Now, all use doping. And if athlete don’t use a doping, he can’t competition 
with other athlete's. 

If you are a professional athlete, you give your health and get the sport 
result. Doping increase this process. And why is bad? It’s meaning of sport.

2. For health

Overtrain is very bad for health. Athlete’s have a nolimit load on the train. 
And if they don’t use preparations for the recovery, they kill yourself. This is 
god questions: “What worse for health, doping or  lack it? ”

3. And other…



Pluses of doping legalization

•Official research on Country level

•Recovery regulation

• Increase sport results

• Increase exciting of sport

•Normal competition.



Official research on Country level

• If we legalized doping, we will can to make official research and to 
collect science material base in Country level.

• For example, China: sport in this country in an unlimited financed by 
the state. They works with better coaches and doctors. As a result of 
the Chinese athletes never caught for doping. But 16 year old girl, 
beating all records of the world in swimming and showing a kind of 
distance better than men - this outside of the usual features.



Increase result and exciting of sport

Exciting NFL and UFC



Normal competition

•We don’t must legalize doping on all kind of sport. But in 
weightlifting, swimming, track n field and other kinds, doping it’s 
important piece. And we must legalize doping in this kind of sport.



Thank you for your attention!


